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TAl\LE I

Salaries
of Virginia's
educators have not r,rown at a pace
equal to that in many nonder,ree professions.
Below are the
average annual percentar,e
increases
in professions
which <lo not
require a de~ree as compared to the annual increases
in education.
Average Annual Increase

Teachers

in Salaries

Over the P;ist
Ten Years

Over the Past
Five Years

5 .1%

6.8%

10.7%

Payroll

Clerk

8.

General

Stenor-rapher

8.4%

9.9%

Secretary

8 . 0%

6. 4~~

Key Punch Operator

6.5%

4 .1%

Typist

8. 4;~

6.97,

7.5%

5. 3i.'.

6.2%

3.4%

Order Clerk

7 . 17.

9.6%

Order r.'iller

6 ,!1;~

6 . 8%

Truck Driver

8.4%

9.Si<

Guard

8.6%

6.57,

Warehouseman

8. 9i<

5.2%

Switchboard
AccountinR

Operator
Clerk

11%

TABLE II
Teachers in Vir ginia earn less durin~ their careers
than many
i,ndividuals
in professions
which do not require a de~ree.
Bel ow
is a comparison,
in today ' s dollars,
of the expected income in
education
and nondegree professions
over the next twenty-five
years.
Profession

and Income

$295,923

Payrol l Clerk

Income in
Education

Teachers Pay This
Amount to Teach

$188,493

$107,430

Se cretary

282 ,2 09

188,493

93 ,71 6

Key Punch Operat or

193 ,3 59

188,493

4,866

Typist

274,060

188,493

85 , 567

Fi l e Cl erk

146*815

188 , 493

203,241

188,493

14,748

214,203

188 ,493

25,710

Order Clerk

203,881

188 , 493

15,388

Order

193, 127

188,493

4 , 634

Tr uck Driver

287,342

188,493

98,849

Guard

299,212

188,493

110,719

Warehouseman

293,965

188 ,493

105,472

General

280,834

188,493

Switchboard
Accounting

Operator
Cle r k

Filler

Stenographer

-41,678

92 , 341
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off,
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the teaching
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III
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here)

the reply

TABLE II I
Many pro f essions which do not require a de~ree, when reduced to
a ten month work year, continue to be more lucrative
than a career in
teachin g . Be low is a comparison between a ten month income in nondegree professions
and education over a period of twenty-five
years.
Profession

and Income

Income in
Education

Teachers Pay This
Amount to Teach

$220,178

$188,493

208;945

188,493

20,452

Secretary

234,214

188,493

45,721

Key Punch Operator

160,477

188,493

-28,016

Typist

203,913

188,493

15,420

File . Clerk

121,849

188,493

-66,644

168,672

188,493

-19,821

177,784

183,493

-10,709

Order Clerk

169,219

188,493

-19,724

Order Filler

160,281

188,493

-28,212

Truck Driver

238,461

188,493

49,968

Guard

248,331

188,493

59,838

Warehouseman

235,677

188,49 3

47,184

Payroll

Clerk

General

Stenographer

Switchboard
Accounting

Operator
Clerk

$

31,685
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as a mandate

must await
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as 'accurately
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may or may not be considered

individuals
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The economist's
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I V here)
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, "What

only worked ten months a year."

is not an attractive
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" In order
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the same income ove r that
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These statistics

these
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for the next
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For the present,
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skills
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TJ\BLE IV
The starting
salary
in education
and the percentage
increases
which have been obtained
over the past five years would not allow
teacl1ers to earn the same income enjoyed in ten months of work in
a nondegree profession.
Below are the starting
salaries
required
in education
which would insure teachers
earn the same income as
individuals
in nondegree professions
over a twenty five year career.
Most of the required
salaries
exceed the average of $10,524 paid to
teachers
with no experience
and a collegiate
professional
certificate.
Starting
Salary Required
in Education
to Insure an
Income Equal to Ten Months
Work a Year

Profession
Payroll

Clerk

General

Stenographer

$14,643
13,926

Secretary

15,435

Key Punch Operator

10,521

Typist

13,604

File

Clerk

8,120

Switchboard
Accounting

Operator
Clerk

11,192
11,542

Order

Clerk

11,158

Order

Filler

10,495

Truck Driver

15,810

Guard

16,490

Warehouseman

17,964
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of

